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tests against what they deemed hurtful measures, and their
advocacy of beneficial changes, I think we find in them
India's warmest friends, who have done it the most signal
service, and from whom more can be expected than from
any other class.
There are ample materials for arriving at correct views
regarding the condition of India and the way in which it is
governed.   No Parliamentary Committee, no Royal Com-
mission, is required to elicit the facts.   The recently com-
pleted "Gazeteer" of India, in which Dr. Hunter and his
assistants had been engaged for years, furnishes full and
reliable information.    The state of India is described in
that imperial work with a frankness and fulness which leave
nothing to be desired.    If one of our great writers, who
has secured the ears  of our country, would set to the
drawing up of a volume of moderate size, founded on the
"Gazeteer," showing in a readable interesting form what has
been done and what has been left undone, what has been
done well and what has been done ill, and if the intelli-
gent people of our country could be induced to give it a
careful perusal, untold good would be  done both to
England and to  India.    Nothing would please Indian
officials more than the eye of England being thus fixed
on their doings and misdoings, that the whole truth might
be known, and praise and censure be justly distributed,
and still more that the changes most beneficial to the
people might be effected.
It is undeniable, as already said, that our rule because
foreign lies under great disadvantages. When the ancestors
of the present Hindus crossed the Indus and gradually
made their way into the Continent before them, they sub-
dued and to a great degree enslaved its inhabitants. For
many a day their rule was foreign. This was also the

